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Slices of Florida
Potholders

Materials:   Size G crochet hook or size needed for gauge;
worsted weight yarn--½ oz. Color A, ¾ oz. Color B, ¾
oz. Color C.  I made the potholders shown in the picture
from Red Heart yarn using the following colors:  Lime--
Color A (white), Color B (lime green), Color C (mint
julep).  Orange--Color A (sea coral), Color B (vibrant
orange), Color C (tangerine.  Lemon--Color A (white,
Color (maize), Color C (yellow).  Grapefruit--Color A
(pink), Color B (grenadine), Color C (yellow).

Gauge:  4 dc and 2 dc rows = 1”.
Note:  On front side do not fasten off either color yarn.
Keep unused yarn behind work to be picked up as needed.

Note:  You may want to substitute crochet cotton if you
are using these for more than just decoration.



Ldc (long double crochet)  around post of st; yo,
insert hook around post of designated st (see fig.
above), yo and draw up a lp, elongating the lp by
pulling it up to the same height as preceding st,
complete as for a regular dc.
Lsc (long single crochet)  around post of st; in-
sert hook around post of designated st, yo and
draw up a lp, elongating the lp by pulling it up to
the same height as preceding st, complete as for
a regular sc.

This pattern is reprinted from Shady Lane’s Crochet Hookup, Issue #3 (which is out of print).  Other issues
are available and may be ordered online at www.shadylane.com.
Copyright 1989, 2001 Shady Lane.   This pattern is for your own personal use and may not be reproduced
in any form and redistributed without express permission of the copyright owner.  If you would like your
friends to have a copy, please direct them to our website where they may obtain their own copy.

FRONT
Rnd 1:  With Color A, ch 4, join with sl st in first ch to
form ring, ch 3, 11 dc in ring changing to Color B in last
step of last dc, drop Color A to be picked up later, join
with sl st in top of beg ch-3.  (12)
Rnd 2:  Ch 3 changing to Color A to make last ch of ch-
3, ldc around post of first ch-3 of rnd 1 (directly below
the ch-3 just made) changing to Color B in last step of
ldc, *dc in next dc changing to Color A in last step, ldc
around post of dc directly below dc just made changing
to Color B in last step, repeat from * around, join as
before in top of ch-3.  (12 ldc)
Rnd 3:  Continuing with Color B, ch 3, dc in next ldc
changing to Color A in last step, ldc around post of same
ldc changing to Color B in last step, *dc in next dc, dc in
next ldc changing to Color A in last step, ldc around post
of same ldc changing to Color B in last step, repeat from
* around, join.
Rnd 4:  Continuing with Color B, ch 3, dc in next dc, dc
in next ldc changing to Color A in last step, ldc around
post of same ldc changing to Color B in last step, *dc in
each of next 2 dc, dc in next ldc changing to Color A in
last step, ldc around post of same ldc changing to Color
B in last step, repeat from * around, join.
Rnd 5:  Continuing with Color B, ch 3, dc in each of
next 2 dc, dc in next ldc changing to Color A in last step,
ldc around post of same ldc changing to Color B in last
step, *dc in next 3 dc, dc in next ldc changing to Color A
in last step, ldc around post of same ldc changing to Color
B in last step, repeat from * around, join.
Rnd 6:  Continuing with Color B, ch 3, dc in next 3 dc,
dc in next ldc changing to Color A in last step, ldc around
post of same ldc changing to Color B in last step, *dc in

next 4 dc, dc in next ldc changing to Color A in last step,
ldc around post of same ldc changing to Color B in last
step, repeat from * around, join.  Fasten off Color A and
Color B.
Rnd 7:  Join Color A with sc in top of beg ch-3, sc in
next 4 dc, lsc around post of ldc, *sc in next 5 dc, lsc
around post of ldc, repeat from * around, join.  Fasten
off.

BACK
Rnd 1:  With Color C,  ch 2, 6 sc in first ch, join with sl
st in first sc.  (6)
Rnd 2:  Ch 1, 2 sc in same st as joining, 2 sc in each st
around, join as before.  (12)
Rnd 3:  Ch 1, sc in same st as joining, 2 sc in next st, *sc
in next st, 2 sc in next st, repeat from * around, join.
(18)
Rnd 4:  Ch 1, sc in same st as joining, sc in next st, 2 sc
in next st, *sc in each of next 2 sts, 2 sc in next st, repeat
from * around, join.  (24)
Rnd 5:  Ch 1, sc in same st as joining, sc in each of next
2 sts, 2 sc in next st, *sc in each of next 3 sts, 2 sc in next
st, repeat from * around, join.  (30)
Rnd 6:  Ch 1, sc in same st as joining, 2 sc in next st, *sc
in next 4 sts, 2 sc in next st, repeat from * around, sc in
last 3 sts, join.  (36)
Rnd 7:  Ch 1, 2 sc in same st as joining, *sc in next 5 sts,
2 sc in next st, repeat from * around, sc in last 5 sts, join.
(42)
Rnd 8:  Ch 1, sc in same st as joining, sc in each of next
3 sts, 2 sc in next st, *sc in next 6 sts, 2 sc in next st,
repeat from * around, sc in last 2 sts, join.  (48)
Rnd 9:  Ch 1, sc in same st as joining, sc in next 6 sts, 2
sc in next st, *sc in next 7 sts, 2 sc in next st, repeat from
* around, join.  (54)
Rnd 10:  Ch 1, sc in same st as joining, sc in each of next
2 sts, 2 sc in next st, *sc in next 8 sts, 2 sc in next st,
repeat from * around, sc in last 5 sts, join.  (60)
Rnd 11:  Ch 1, sc in same st as joining, sc in next 8 sts, 2
sc in next st, *sc in next 9 sts, 2 sc in next st, repeat from
* around, join.  (66)
Rnd 12:  Ch 1, sc in same st as joining, sc in each of next
3 sts, 2 sc in next st, *sc in next 10 sts, 2 sc in next st,
repeat from * around, sc in last 6 sts, join.  (72)
Rnd 13:  Ch 1, sc in same st as joining, sc in each st
around, join.  Fasten off.
Finishing:  Place front & back piece wrong sides tog
(front piece on top). Working through back lps of front
& back piece at same time, join Color C with sc in any st,
sc in each st around, join in first sc, ch 10 for hanger, sl st
in same st as joining.  Fasten off.


